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1. Introduction.

A topological space X is called homogeneous if for arbitrary points x, y<EiX

there exists a homeomorphism / from X onto itself such that f{x)―y. Is

every compact T2-space the continuous image of a homogeneous compact T2-

space (Arhangel'skii [2])? Particularly,is a compact T2-space nonhomogeneous

if it can be mapped continuously onto flN (van Douwen [3])? These interest-

ing problems remain unsolved. Related to these problems, Motorov showed

that there exists a metrizable compact T2-space which is not a retract of any

homogeneous compact T2-space. In the specificidea of Motorov, Arhangel'skii

([1]> [2]) found an interesting topological property called cell solubility which

every retract of an arbitrary homogeneous compact T2-space posesses. He raised

some problems related to this topological property. We solved already one of

his problems [6]. In this paper we will answer to some other problems of

Arhanerel'skii.

2. Definitions.

The following definitionswere introduced by Arhangel'skii [1], [2].

2.1. Definition. Let I be a topological space. A map F of X into the

set of all closed subsets of X is called a cellularityon X if the following con-

ditions are satisfied:

1) x(EF(x),

2) if y(=F(x) then F(y)aF(x),

3) if / is a homeomorphism from X onto itself such that f(x)=y then

f(F(x))=F(v).

The sets F(x) are called the terms of the cellularityF. A cellularityF on

a space X is called disjointif for any x, yel either F(x)=F(y) or F(x)P＼F(y)
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= 0. Arhangel'skii showed that a topological space X is homogeneous if and

only if every cellularityon X having a compact term is disjoint.

Let g=(Y, Z, S) be a fixed triple,where Y is a topological space, Z a sub-

space of Y, and 6 a family of subsets of Y. Let X be an arbitrary topological

space. A closed subset P of X is said to be q-saturatedif for any continuous

map /: Y->X such that f(E)r＼P^0 for all E<=£ we have f{Z)cP. For an

arbitrary point xelwe denote Fq(x) the intersection of all ^--saturatedsubsets

containing x. Then Fq is a cellularity on X. This cellularityis called the

cellularityinduced by the triple q.

2.2. Definition. A topological space X is called cell soluble if for any

triple q as above its induced cellularityis disjoint, provided that at least one

of its terms is compact.

Arhangel'skii proved that every retract of an arbitrary homogeneous com-

pact T2-space is cellsoluble. We showed that every zero-dimensional space is

cell soluble [6].

Let us denote by T the category of allTychonoff spaces and all continuous

maps between such spaces.

2.3. Definition. An abstract cellularityis a rule that associates with each

space IgT some callularityFx on X in such a way that the following condi-

tion is satisfied:for any map /: X―>Y in the category T,

f(Fx(x))czFY(f(x))

is held for all xeX

The above abstract cellularityis expressed by

F={FX: XeeT}.

Let g=(Y, Z, S) be a triple as before. For each space leT, let Fqx be

the cellularityinduced on X by q. Then Fq={Fqx: IgT} is an abstract cellu-

larity. This abstract cellularityis called a representable cellularity.

2.4. Definition. A compact T2-space X is called completely cell soluble if

for every abstract cellularityF the cellularityF1 on 1 is disjoint.

3. A non-representable abstract cellularity.

Arhangel'skiiposed the following problem in [2]
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3.1. Problem. Is there an example of a non-representable abstract cellu-

laritv?

We will give an affirmative answer to this problem. For any space X<=T

let Fcx be the map of X into the set of closed subsets of X defined by

Fcx(x) is the connected component of x

for allxgX Then FC={FCX: A'eT} is obviouslyan abstractcellularity.

3.2. Theorem. Fc is a non-representable abstract cellularity.

Before we give the proof of this theorem, let us recall the long line. Let

v be an arbitrary uncountable ordinal. The extended r-long line Lz is con-

structed from the ordinal space r by placing between each ordinal a and its

successor a+1 a copy of the unitinterval /=(0, 1). LT is then linearly ordered

and we give it the order topology. LT has the following properties:

(1) LT is connected.

(2) If r is a successor ordinal than LT is compact.

Proof of Theorem. This proof is much the same as that of our theorem

in [6]. For any triple q=(Y, Z, 6) as before, we will show that Fq^Fc. We

can assume that Z^0 since if Z=0 then Fqx(x)={x} for any X^T and any

ieI Further we can assume that Si^0 (Z^0 has been assumed) since if

<S=0 then Fqx(x)=X for any XeT and any xel

Suppose that there exists a clopen subset G of Y such that Gr＼Z~0 and

E―Gi^0 for every E&<2. Then we can show that Fqx(x)―X for any XzeT

and any xeAr, and hence Fqx^Fx for non-connected spaces X. In fact, if a

non-empty subset P of X satisfies Pi^X, then there exists a continuous map

/: F->Z such that f(G)(ZX-P and f(Y-G)dP. This shows that P is not ?-

saturated.

The case remained is the following: For any clopen subset G of Y, if

Gr＼Zj=0 then there exists some member E of e such that EaG. In this case,

it will be proved that there exists a space LzeT such that FqL + FcL. Let /c be

the cardinality of Y. Let L be the (≪++l)-extended long line. The linearly

order relation of L is expressed by ^. Since L is connected, Fcx(x)=L for

any igL. On the other hand, for the last point tc+ of L it will be shown that

FqL(K+)―{K+). In fact, let /: F―>L be a continuous map such that f(E)n{fc+}

=£0 for any E<^<5. It suffices to show that f(Z)―{K+}. Assume that /(Z)=£

{/c+}. Let v be a point of f(Z) which is distinct from the point k+. Then,
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since the cardinality of {xgL | y<Lx^tc+} is greater than the cardinally of Y,

there exists a point zgL-/(7) between y and k+. Let IJ―{x<e.L ＼x^z}.

Then f~＼U)is a clopen subset of Y satisfying f~＼U)r＼Z±0 and E-f'＼U)i-0

for any E<=<2. This contradicts the assumption of the last case. It follows

that f(Z)={tc+}.

In connection with the above result the following problem arises.

3.3. Problem. Is every cell soluble compact T2-space completely cell

soluble?

4. Complete cell solubility of zero-dimensional spaces.

Arhangel'skii posed also the following problems in [2].

4.1. Problem. Is every zero-dimensional compact T2-space completely cell

soluble?

4.2. Problem. Is it true that BN― N is completely cellsoluble?

We will show that these problems are solved affirmatively. It sufficesto

give the affirmative answer to 4.1.

4.3. Theorem. Every zero-dimensional compact T2-space is completely cell

soluble.

Proof. Let F be an arbitrary abstract cellularity. Let 2={0, 1} be the

two-point discrete space. Now, let us consider the cellularty F2 on 2 which is

associated with F. Since 2 is a compact homogeneous space, the following two

case occur:

(1) F2(0)={0} and F2(1)={1}.

(2) F2(0)=F2(l)=2.

Case (1). Let X be an arbitrary zero-dimensional compact T2-space. Then

it will be shown that Fx(x)={x} for any xeI, and hence the cellularityFx

on X is disjoint. In fact, assume that Fx(x) contains more than one point.

Then there exists a continuous map /: X-+2 such that f(Fx(x))-―2. This con-

tradicts one of the conditions of abstract cellularitysince f(Fx(x))^F2(f(x)).

Case (2). It will be proved that Fx(x)=X for any X^T and any x(=X.

In fact, let x be an arbitrary point of X Then for any another point veiX

there exists a continuous map /: 2―>X such that /(0)=x and f(l)~y. From
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/(F2(0))cFI(/(0))=F(x)

it follows that vgFj(i). This implies that Fx(x)―X.
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5. Weakly homogeneous spaces.

As a result of Arhangel'skii every retract of a homogeneous compact T2-

space is completely cell soluble. And we showed that every zero-dimensional

compact T2-space is completely cell soluble. Hence there arises the following

natural Question.

5.1. Question. Is every zero-dimensional compact T2-space the retract of

a homogeneous compact TVspace ?

In fact, the answer to the following problem of Arhangel'skii [2] is also

unknown.

5.2. Problem. For every zero-dimensional compact T2-space X, does there

exist a homogeneous compact T2-space Y such that XxY is homogeneous?

We do not have perfect solutions for these problems. But we will give

partial answers to these problems.

5.3. Definition. A topological space X is called weakly homogeneous if,

for arbitrary x, y(=X and any neighborhoods U, V of x, y respectively, there

exists a homeomorphism / from X onto itselfsuch that /(x)eF and f~1(y)^U.

Every homogeneous space is clearly weakly homogeneous.

5.4. Proposition. A zero-dimesional T^-space X is weakly homogeneous if

and only if, for arbitrary x, yeiX and any neighborhoods U, V of x, y respec-

tively,there exist homeomorphic clopen neighborhoods U', V of x, y respectively

such that U'dU. V'dV.

Proof, (if) Let x, y be distinctpoints of X. Let U, V be neighborhoods

of x, y respectively.We can assume that U and V are disjointclopen subsets

of X. Then there existsa homeomorphism g: U'^V for some clopen neigh-

borhoods U', V of x, y respectivelysuch thatU'dU, V'dV. Let /: X-+X be

the map definedby

[ g(x) if xef/'

/(*)=j ^-1(^) if *eV

x otherwise.
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then / is a homeomorphism such that /(x)gF'cF and f~＼y)~g~l{y)^U'(Z.U.

(only if) We can assume that U and V are clopen subsets. Let /: X-^-X

be a homeomorphism such that f(x)^V, f~＼y)eiU.Now, let U'=Ur＼f~＼V)

and V' = Vr＼f(U). Then U' is a neighborhood of x and V is a neighborhood

of y. Further f＼U':U'-*V' is a homeomorphism.

Let us call an infinite,zero-dimensional compact T2-space X to be B-homo-

geneous if every non-empty clopen subspace of X is homeomorphic to X (cf.

[4], [5]). Then every 5-homogeneous space is weakly homogeneous. As noted

by van Douwen [4], every firstcountable 5-homogeneous space is homogeneous.

Similarly, we can show the following.

5.5. PROPOSITION. Every firstcountable zero-dimensional weakly homogeneous

Ti-space is homogeneous.

Proof. We can assume that X has no isolated point. Let x, y be arbitrary

points of X.

Claim 1. Let U, V be homeomorphic clopen neighborhoods of x, y respec-

tively. Then for arbitrary neighborhoods Wx, Wy of x, y respectivelythere

existsa homeomorphism f from U onto V such that f(x)^Wv, f~Hy)^Wx.

In fact,Let g: U-^V be a homeomorphism. If g(x)=y, then thereis noth-

ing to do. Hence let g{x)i^y. Then there are disjointhomeomorphic clopen

neighborhoods UgU^, Vy of g{x),y respectivelysuch that UgCx)dVr＼g(Wx),

Vy(zVr＼Wy. For a homeomorphism h : Ugu^->Vy let k : V-^-V be the homeo-

morphism defined by

k(x)=

■ h

h

x

00

-＼x)

if x£[/j(I)

if xey,

otherwise.

Then f = k°g:U->V is a homeomorphism and satisfiesf(x)=k(g(x))^k(UgU-))

eVydW＼ r＼y)=g-＼k-＼y))^g-＼k-＼Vy))--=g-＼UsCx,)(zWx.

Claim 2. There are neighborhood bases {£/,},{Vn} of x, y respectively,

consisting of clopen subsets such that

(a) UnZDUn+1, VnZ)Vn+1;

(b) there is a homeomorphism /, from Un ―Un+＼ onto Vn ―Vn+1

for each meoj.
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Let {Wxn}, {Wyn} be neighborhood bases of x, y respectively, consisting

of clopen subsets of X. Then there are homeomorphic clopen neighborhoods

Uo, Vo of x, y respectively such that UocWxo, VoClWyo. From Claim 1 it fol-

lows that there is a homeomorphism gx: Uo-+Vo such that g1{x)(E.Wyl, gf＼y)

e^,. Let Ui=g1-＼Wvi)rWxi and V1=g1(Wx1)r＼Wy1. Then U, and ＼＼are

homeomorphic clopen neighborhoods of x, y respectively. Further /i=gi|(£/0―£A)

is a homeomorphism from Uo―Ux onto VQ―Vi. Continuing this procedure, we

can obtain the desired neighborhood bases of x, y respectively.

Let /: X―>X be the map defined by

/CO

z if z<=X-U0

fn(z) if z^Un ―Un+1

y if z=x .

Then / is a homeomorphism such that f(x)=y. This completes the proof.

In the next theorem, the cardinalfunction w(X) means the weight of X.

5.6.Theorem. Let X be a zero-dimensionalcompact T2-space. Then there

existsa zero-dimensionalcompact T2-spaceY with w(Y)=w(X) such thatXxY is

weakly homogeneous.

Proof. Let iS be an open basis of X consisting of clopen subsets. We

can assume that ＼&＼=w(X) and Xee^B. Let Y be the topological product

IJ{Bm | B^B).

Then the family of clopen subsets of Y which are homeomorphic to Y forms

an open basis of Y. Hence Y is weakly homogeneous. Since XxY is homeo-

morphic to Y, the product space XxY is weakly homogeneous.

5.7. Corollary. Every zero-dimensional compact T2-space is a retract of a

weakly homogeneous compact T2-space.

Since every compact T2-spaceis a continuousimage of a zero-dimensional

compact T2-space,we can give the followingpartialanswer to the problem of

Arhangel'skiistatedin the introduction.

5.8. Corollary. Every compact T2-space is a continuousimage of a weakly

homogeneous compact T2-space.
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